


Our Philosophy

We are inspired by the current world, one with gradually less 
territorial barriers and distances. Our high-quality, timely and 
reliable services enable our clients to exchange ideas, knowledge 
and information in academic, legal and business-related contexts.

Immediacy of written and oral communications is a must-have, 
beyond any linguistic barriers. GOOD IAGO TRANSLATIONS & 
SERVICES SAS is the bridge that allows our clients to communicate 
effectively within the global community.

Accuracy, confidentiality and professionalism are distinctive 
traits of our company, and are present in the work of all of our 
staff.



Who we are

We are a Company that provides 
linguistic consultancy services, as well 
as certified and specialized translation 
and interpretation in general. 

We are a team of highly skilled 
professionals with experience in 
different fields of industries, business, 
and education.
 

 



Services

Our team of professional 
translators is ready to provide a 
timely and high-quality service 
to meet your business needs.



Linguistic Consultancy  

Our team of linguistic specialists will assist you in style 
correction and grammar-related revision of your documents 
and publications.

Translation: 

Our professional certified translators and interpreters will 
translate any information you require into the target language 
with the highest standards of fidelity. We are specialists in 
translating documents in the following fields: law, trade, 
finance, science, medicine, pharmaceutics, O&G, energy, 
industries, and technical and academic documents.
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Our Certified Translations are legally endorsed by our 
corresponding Sworn Translators, who are registered 
before the Colombian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
 

Written Translation

Translation of all kinds of official and specialized 
publications and documents, such as:

1. Books and Journals.

2. Documentation for legal and academic procedures.

3. Instruction manuals.

4. Corporate and advertising texts.

5. Corporate and financial reports.

6. Transcripts of videoclips and conferences.

7. Translation of movie scripts and subtitles.





Interpretation 

Rather than a trade, interpretation is an art. Our interpreters are able to 
translate orally and in real time a speaker’s ideas, content and gist in a 
clear, fluid and natural fashion.

Simultaneous Interpretation

Perfect for seminars, conferences, pitches and presentations in general 
which address a numerous audience.

Consecutive Interpretation

The interpreter translates a speech sentence by sentence. The lecturer 
stops at the end of every main idea and the interpreter translates it into 
the target language. This modality is particularly appropriate for high-level 
meetings, speeches and technical training sessions.

Whispered interpretation 
(Chuchotage)

The interpreter is located near the client and simultaneously translates a 
speech. We suggest this option for international guests, business rounds 
and international fora.  In
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We connect countries; we connect cultures.
Say it right with us




